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August 29, 2019 
OVERVIEW 
Limes and asparagus are still EXTREME. The strawberry market continues to be hit and miss. Watermelon Radish is a good buy. 

MARKET ALERTS  

 
ASPARAGUS - EXTREME 

 
CILANTRO - ESCALATED 

 
ENGLISH CUCUMBERS - ESCALATED 

 
LIMES (LARGER SIZES) - EXTREME 

 
POTATOES - ESCALATED 

 
ROMAINE HEARTS - ESCALATED 

 
GRAPE TOMATOES – ESCALATED    

TRANSPORTATION & WEATHER 
 
 
 
 

Freight rates continue to be above average and available trucks are still an issue nationwide. Mexico is experiencing a 
National Fuel Shortage due to alleged corruption. We have not seen this affect supply crossing into the United States quite 
yet, but it could affect imports over the next several weeks. We will keep you informed when we have updates. 

 SUSPENSION AGREEMENT UPDATE____________________________________________________________________ 
Earlier this week the Department of Commerce, Mexican Growers Commission, and Florida tomato growers reached an 
agreement on the terms of a new Suspension Agreement after several months of deliberation and debate, ceasing the 
ongoing investigation to the violations of the Anti-Dumping Duty Investigation of fresh tomato imports from Mexico. These 
anti-dumping rules were established by a series of previous agreements between The United States and Mexico over the 
past several years.    
 
Once the agreement is made final, the suspension of the current 17.5% tariff on all import tomatoes from Mexico, as well 
as any other increases, will no longer be in implemented. The final agreement will be published on September 19, 2019, per 
the parameters established by the DOC for public review.  Drafted in the agreement, a parameter has been established to 
include inspections at the border as well as increased floor pricing on various tomato categories and pack sizes. Floor 
pricing is expected to be as follows: Romas and Round Tomatoes .31/lb., TOV .50/lb., stem-on tomatoes .46/lb., specialty 
loose .49/lb., specialty packed .59/lb., and finally organics with a 40 percent premium over similar conventional products. 
In addition to the definition of floor pricing, the agreement sets parameters for inspections of fresh tomatoes from Mexico 
at the U.S. Ports of Entry that require a minimum 90% of all loads entering the United States to be inspected from its 
current estimated levels of 10%. The new agreement is subject to a sunset review in September 2024.   
 
Produce Alliance will send additional updates once we receive confirmation from the DOC that the agreement is finalized 
and recorded in public record. We appreciate your patience through these challenging times. 
 
WEATHER ALERT__________________________________________________________________________________ 
Tropical Storm Dorian has now developed into Hurricane Dorian since passing Puerto Rio yesterday and heading northwest 
towards The Bahamas; at this time the forecast is not definite regarding the path of this hurricane, but it has intensified 



 

 

and several models show it potentially making landfall in Central Florida, with possibilities of severe rain in South Georgia. 
We are monitoring the developments regularly and will send additional alerts should a landfall be confirmed; if this storm 
continues to project a direct hit to Central Florida, we must anticipate disruption of ALL delivery services until the storm 
passes. We are monitoring the developments closely and will send updates as soon as possible.     
  
Please be proactive and plan ahead for any type of Federal, State, or Local Evacuation details.  

 

BAKERSFIELD, CA:  

  
 
ASHVILLE, NC:  

   
 SALINAS, CA:  

    
JALISCO, MX:  

   
   

GOOD BUYS 

Each week, our team spotlights commodities based on how favorable prices, quality, and supply are in the market. Stay ahead of the 
trends and look to these good buys for their stellar performance in the fields! Please see each individual product for more information 
below and reach out to your PA representative for order guide information. 

Commodity Produce Expert Tip 
Watermelon Radish Slightly peppery, a little sweet, and absolutely stunning, watermelon radishes are packed with fiber, 

vitamin C, and other nutrients. Eaten raw, or sometimes roasted, these radishes are great sliced on salads 
or quartered and placed on a sheet pan. 

 

FRUITS & VEGETABLES 
 AVOCADOS   With the larger harvest out of Mexico for two weeks, inventory levels have increased, leading to a softening 

in the market.  We expect the first half of September to remain stable; then, as Peru and California make their exits, there 
could be a short-lived strengthening with more demand on Mexico.  However, we are entering a lower demand period so, 
barring any unforeseen circumstances, market conditions should be stable and trend lower into the fall.  In addition, the 



 

 
WEST COAST LETTUCE 

 Green Leaf:  Supply is good. There is some irregular sizing and fringe/wind burn. Demand is picking up and pricing is 
steady. 
Red Leaf: Supply is fair to good. Demand has increased and market pricing is firming up. 

 
BUTTER Strong volumes are available. We are still seeing some irregular sizing, and demand is steady. 

 
ICEBERG LETTUCE  Supply is very steady. Demand and quality are good. 

 
ROMAINE Demand continues to strengthen.  Quality is fair to good. 

 
ROMAINE HEARTS ESCALATED Volume is steady. Still escalated although market is weakening slightly. 

EASTERN & WESTERN VEGETABLES  

size curve has shifted and is skewed heavily on 48s, with less small fruit.  Expect 60s and smaller to gain in strength as they 
relate to 48s.  

 
BANANAS  Supply and quality are good. 

 

PINEAPPLES    WATCHLIST Supply is expected to remain low, at least until the end of August. Sizing trend is moving slowly 
towards larger sizes, which will help with 5 and 6ct availability. Quality is pretty good and expected to remain good 
through the end of the year. 
 

 
GRAPES Flames should be finished in about three days.  Scarlet Royal, Krissy, and Magenta will be the main varieties for 
the next month, then it will be Scarlet Royal and Allison the rest of the way. 

 
BLUEBERRIES Supply is steadily decreasing. 

 
BLACKBERRIES  We will continue to see low volumes for the next few weeks. We are seeing some quality issues. 

 
RASPBERRIES  Raspberry volumes are improving. 

 

STRAWBERRIES  Strawberry volume continues to be hit and miss due to ongoing issues that stem from the extreme heat 
we saw earlier in the season. We do not expect strawberry volume to increase until sometime after Labor Day. 

CALIFORNIA-ARIZONA CITRUS 
 GRAPEFRUIT   Good supply available. 

Imports/Specialties available: 
• Blood Oranges 
• Offshore Delites 

 

LEMONS   Lemons are in steady supply and quality is good. One of our growers’ packing sheds closed and they are 
experiencing shorter supply on larger sizes, but in general the industry is seeing a better supply on larger sizes than small.  

 

LIMES (Larger sizes) EXTREME  Due to extreme drought conditions in most of the lime-growing regions over the past 
several months, we are seeing extreme shortages on sizes 110ct -200ct.  Not only has the size been affected, but we are 
noticing major quality issues as growers are experiencing around a 50% utilization rate when grading out the limes, as well 
as more yellowing in the limes.  Most product crossing are 230ct or smaller, and we are seeing considerably less large-
sized limes. We do not anticipate this to improve for some time. However, even if conditions do improve, there has 
already been severe bloom loss over the past several weeks (new bloom set will take approximately 100 days to harvest). 
With that said, the weather pattern is not expected to change for the foreseeable future, and we expect volatile markets 
through the end of the year.   

 

NAVELS/ VALENCIAS   Prices are steady to down for the week. Valencia supply continues to trend toward 88/113/138 
counts. Quality is good. 



 

 PEPPERS  
Green Bell Pepper: Green peppers continue to see a price drop for a second week. Supply continues to improve in all 
growing regions. Mexico and California are supplying the West. The East is supplied with growing areas from the Carolinas 
to Michigan during summer harvests. Quality is fair, due to a mix of old and new crop. 
 
Red Bell Pepper: WATCHLIST Red bell peppers are steady to up for the week, depending on the size and grade. Supply 
remains tight, with supply coming from Mexico and hot houses. Quality for now is good, especially out of the hot houses. 
 
Yellow Pepper: WATCHLIST The yellow pepper market is also very short, with limited supply out of Mexico and Canada. 
Quality is very good.     
 
Mini Sweet Pepper:  Good supply moving forward. Great time to promote. 
 
Mixed Chili Pepper:  Both Santa Maria and Baja have good volumes of chilies available this week. A new grower with 
good-sized acreage has begun in Baja, which will hopefully help with the occasional quality issues we’ve been seeing on 
larger cavity chilies like poblanos and Anaheims. The East is puttering along with small local deals with hit or miss 
availability. 

 
 EGGPLANT Eggplant is readily available in the CA Central Valley and WA State for the West and in several states in the 

East. Quality has been good on both sides of the country, but there are occasional issues on older crops. 

 CUCUMBERS  Cucumber supply is good this week. After two weeks of extremely limited supply, Baja’s volume has started 
picking up as growers move into new crops. There’s a lot of larger fruit available and quality has been strong. We should 
see steady volume for at least the next week. Eastern cucumbers are available in several states, and quality is good from 
most areas. Although MI fruit has had some softness and scarring in the past week or so, quality has improved as growers 
moved into new plantings. Eastern NC will start up with fall crops over the weekend or early next week; this should 
provide a pretty good punch of volume as some of the other local areas begin to fade out. 

 

ENGLISH CUCUMBERS ESCALATED The market will continue to be firm through the end of the month as production GAPS 
are expected in Canada. We see lower numbers in the west as well due to heat-related issues. 

 GREEN BEANS There are plenty of beans in the East. All areas have good quality, with only an occasional issue with 
damage from mechanical harvesters. The story is a little different in the West as CA production is currently on the limited 
side. 

 ZUCCHINI AND YELLOW SQUASH Local and regional programs remain active in the squash deal and there’s lots of 
product available in the East, particularly on yellow. Quality is varied by grower, but there’s nice fruit available. New crops 
are on tap to start over the weekend in Eastern NC, and there are more fall programs expected to come online as we 
move into September. As for the West, the Santa Maria area is experiencing a slight increase in volume as they move into 
their last fields, which they hope will take them through the month of September. Salinas and Fresno districts continue 
with limited numbers for the next few weeks. Baja is in a bit of a gap and is expected to be back in within the next 7-10 
days. Quality is nice on zucchini but is less than perfect on yellows. 
 

 MELONS  
Cantaloupe: Increased retail demand approaching the holiday weekend helped to stabilize and push up the cantaloupe 
market at the end of last week.  We have seen a dramatic shift in daily pack-outs to large fruit (9s and larger), leaving 12s 
in a limited position and small fruit (15/18s) being very short.  Flexibility in sizing at the time of loading may be 
necessary.   Quality remains at optimum levels on the cantaloupe right now.  
 
Honeydew: Honeydew production has dropped off the past few days as new fields are late in starting to 
harvest.  Anticipate limited production, with mostly 5/6s being available over the next week.  Quality of the dews has 
been very good, with brix levels mostly in the 12-14% range. 
 
Watermelon: Seedless supply is available regionally and quality is good. California fruit is excellent, and flavor is top shelf. 
Sizing has leaned to the larger side of the scale, with smaller fruit being pretty scarce. 

 

HERBS 
CHERVIL is starting to come back in very limited supply. The heat wave of the past several weeks is what caused the 
shortage, but cooler weather is entering the growing region for this very sensitive herb. 
 
MARJORAM and OREGANO are both over their flowering issues and supply is back to normal. 

 HERB SUPPLY QUALITY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 
Arugula Steady Good USA 

Basil Steady Good USA/MEXICO 
Opal Basil Steady Good USA 



 

Thai Basil Steady Good USA/ MEXICO 
Bay Leaves Steady Good COLOMBIA 

Chervil Tight Good USA 
Chives Great Good MEXICO 

Cilantro Steady Good USA 
Dill Fair Good USA 

Epazote Steady Good MEXICO 
Lemongrass Steady  Good USA 
Marjoram Steady Flowering USA 

Mint Great Good USA 
Oregano Steady Flowering USA 

Italian Parsley Steady Good USA 
Rosemary Steady Good USA/ MEXICO 

Sage Steady Good USA/MEXICO 
Savory Steady Good USA 
Sorrel Steady Good USA 

Tarragon Steady Good MEXICO 
Thyme Steady Good USA 

Lemon Thyme Steady Good USA 
Lavender Steady Good USA 

Lime Leaves Steady Good USA 
 

 
 ARTICHOKES Lighter supply is forecasted for the coming weeks. Demand is good and prices are steady.  

 
ARUGULA  Supply is light this week due to the recent heatwave. 

 

ASPARAGUS : EXTREME Lack of flights is adding to the already aggressive weather issues we are experiencing with the 
asparagus from Peru. All sizes are tight, but the larger presentations are almost non-existent.  We expect this to last for at 
least the next three weeks. 

 
BOK CHOY All pack sizes are in short supply. 

 
BROCCOLI / BROCCOLI FLORETS  Supply will be steady for the next few weeks. Demand is good and the market is steady. 

 BRUSSEL SPROUTS Lighter volume is expected for the upcoming week. The market should remain active, and quality is 
good. 

 
CABBAGE (GREEN) Supply is steady; demand and quality are good. 

 
CABBAGE (RED) Supply is better this week. 

 
CARROTS Supply and quality are good. 

 
CAULIFLOWER: Supply is expected to be right on budget this week. Demand and quality are good. 

 
CELERY: Plenty of supply is available. Quality is excellent. 

 

CORN Markets are getting active due to lighter supply out of Indiana, Southern Illinois, and Iowa; New York and Michigan 
are ramping up. We are seeing active markets in the west.   



 

 

CILANTRO Supply is tight. 

 

FENNEL Volume is projected to be lower this week and potentially the next few weeks. Quality remains strong 
overall. 

 
GARLIC: Supply is firming up and markets are active due to trade tariffs being imposed on products from China. 

 GINGER Chinese ginger markets are mixed, but quality is good. Also, product is available at higher costs from Brazil, Peru 
and Thailand.  

 
GREEN ONIONS There is good volume and light demand. 

 
JICAMA  Storage product available--will see blemishing due to the fact it’s storage fruit. Good supply available.  

 
KALE (GREEN) Plenty of kale is available.  Quality is fair. 

 
MACHE Availability is adequate. 

 
MUSHROOMS Supply is currently stable, and quality is good. 

   
NAPA Supply is steady. Quality is fair. 

 
RAPINI Supply is projected to be lower this week. Quality still remains strong. 

 
PARSLEY (CURLY, ITALIAN)  Supply is fair and quality is good. 

 
RED CABBAGE Supply is steady this week. 

 RADISHES Markets are firming up due to heavy precipitation and wind damage to fields. 

 
SUGAR SNAP PEAS & SNOW PEAS  
Quality and supply are good. 

 
BABY SPINACH Supply and quality are good. 

 BUNCHED SPINACH Supply and quality are good. 
 

 
SPRING MIX Supply and quality are good. 

 SWEET POTATOES AND YAMS WATCH LIST Growers are just now beginning to dig their new crop of sweet potatoes for 
the upcoming season. This past year was a very volatile one for sweet potatoes due to hurricanes on the east coast 
affecting much of the crop; we saw prices on #1 sweets rise to almost $30 FOB. Growers are hoping the weather this year 
is much more favorable to avoid another year of tight supply and high prices. 

 

ONIONS The onion market has declined as supply on both red and yellow onions exceeds demand. Growers in New 
Mexico and CA are trying to finish while Washington, Idaho, and Oregon new crop are starting to ramp up volume.  The 
majority of growers in Idaho/Oregon have now started, and we are seeing sizing peak on mediums and Jumbos. With this, 



 

we have seen pricing here really decline.  Large onions are expected to remain higher priced as the northwest crop is not 
producing enough to keep up with demand. 

 

POTATOES  ESCALATED We are now exclusively into new crop Norkotahs; they continue to be harvested and shipped 
fresh out of the field while simultaneously being stored. Early size profile reports indicate that product is heavier to a 
smaller-size profile to start. Warm temperatures in Idaho may help the Norkotahs and Burbanks still left in the ground 
size up better, but we will have a better outlook once harvest is complete around the second week of October. Carton 
pricing remains elevated, but we are beginning to see relief on 60ct and smaller product. 40ct and 50ct remain in tight 
supply. #2 grade potatoes remain very tight, as the new crop is still not generating very many of them. Growers are 
having to substitute #1 quality product into the #2 boxes in order to fill orders. We do not anticipate seeing new crop 
Burbanks until around the first or second week of October.  

 TOMATOES 
TOMATOES - EAST We will update any conditions should Hurricane Dorian affect Southeastern Veg Markets  
• Rounds: Although there are multiple areas in production, round tomato volumes are light to moderate in the East 

this week. There’s fruit in NC, TN, AL, and MI, but the numbers are down for farms that harvested plantings early due 
to heat bringing them on ahead of schedule. Overall quality is good, especially considering how summer’s frequent 
afternoon showers can affect the fruit. Availability is expected to strengthen when VA comes back into play with 
“Fall” plantings during the 1st week of September. 

• Romas:   Roma volumes in most Eastern areas have been affected by heat. Overall quality has been hit or miss for 
most growers due to heat.  

• Grapes:  ESCALATED VA farms continue to provide light but steady grape volumes through their brief break in round 
production. Quality from the fields is just okay, but any splits or other weather-related concerns are easily handled in 
the packinghouse. TN and NC also have a little to add to the mix, but there’s just not a ton of product out there. 

• Cherries:  Cherry tomatoes pricing has continued to rise this week. Supply has tightened up, with limited supply 
coming out of the East. The West continues to send product east to help cover the demand. Quality is poor to fair, 
due to the high heat and recent rainstorms. 

• Organic Tomatoes: Seeing a mixed market as we transition from Jasper to the Carolinas and Virginia.  FOB prices will 
be up this week and quality will vary due to the transition. 

 
TOMATOES - WEST AND MEXICO          
• Rounds:  In the West, most CA growers with mature greens have been working partial weeks and have reduced 

volumes due to heat. We expect to see slight-to-moderate increases as they work through the current heat-damaged 
plantings and move into new fields, weather willing. Vine-ripes from Baja and Eastern Mexico continue to make their 
way to market in a moderate way. Sizing has been on the larger side in all areas, East and West, but could work its 
way down soon due to the heat. 

• Romas: Volume has been affected by heat. There are some new CA crops coming online, and we should soon see an 
improvement in volume. Overall quality has been hit or miss for most growers due to heat.  Eastern Mexico and Baja 
are also in the mix and look to provide steady, moderate supply for the next few weeks. 

• Grapes: ESCALATED the Western grape deal is snug. Mainland Mexico farms have been fairly consistent but light, 
and Baja’s numbers are expected to remain light through the holiday as new fields are off to a slow start. We should 
see relief in early September when new crops come online. 

• Cherries:  Cherry tomatoes pricing has continued to rise this week. Supply has tightened up, with limited supply 
coming out of the East. The West continues to send product east to help cover the demand. Quality is poor to fair, 
due to the high heat and recent rainstorms. 

•  
APPLES, PEARS, TREE FRUIT, AND STONE FRUIT 

 

APPLES  
 C/A apples are winding down.  We will experience some gaps on select varieties, depending on shipper.  Reds should go 
the distance. 
New crop Galas have started, peaking on premiums and wash Exfcy #1. Golds & grannies should start after Labor Day and 
other varieties later in the month. 

 

PEARS   Bartletts are in good supply. Bosc are limited. Fair supply of red pears.  Asian pears have started. 
 
STONE FRUIT  
• Apricots:  Apricots are winding down. 
• Cherries: Excellent supply on Bings out of Yakima and markets are falling. Quality is outstanding. Rainiers now 

available as well. 
• Nectarines: Domestic nectarines are available through September. Quality is very good. 
• Peaches: Domestic peaches are available out of California, South Carolina, and Central Georgia through September. 

Light volume is being reported out of New Jersey. Quality is very good. 
• Plums: Fruit is steady with plenty of supply. Plums will go into November. 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Atlanta 

5400 Laurel Springs Pkwy Suite 
1002 

Suwanee, GA 30024 
Phone: 678.947.3000  

 
Nashville 

One Vantage Way Suite 
B-440 

Nashville, TN 37228 
Phone: 615.259.0290 

           Buffalo Grove 
100 Lexington Drive Suite 

201 
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 
Phone: 847.808.3030 

        Chicago 
230 W. Huron Street Suite 200 

Chicago, IL 60654 
     Phone: 312.573.7610 

                    Salinas 
60 West Market Suite 

130 
Salinas, CA 93901 

  Phone: 831.455.7800 

 


